Abstract
I have documented in east Texas a type of beneficial relationship not normally seen between
woodpeckers and trees. While I was mapping occurrences of recent woodpecker work in an
east Texas bottomland, Fred Collins pointed out to me all the healed trees. We soon realized
that the healing was the normal outcome, in spite of the massive attacks the woodpeckers had
made on two species of oaks, Quercus phellos, Willow oak, and Quercus stellata, Post Oak. A
significant percentage of the trees within a 20 square mile area of bottomland and its immediate
periphery have been completely scaled of trunk bark for grubs and almost all the trees have recovered and are currently healthy. The removal of grubs from just beneath the bark, followed
by healing and apparent long life after grub removal, rather than tree death, signifies a beneficial relationship for the trees. Because the trees heal and live longer, they should produce more
seed, and be a little more abundant than if the woodpecker did not peel them. This article will
document the stages of scaling, the occurrence of grubs beneath the bark, the rate of scaling and
the reasons for healing in the Quercus genera while other scaled species die. I will explain why
I believe the scaling is an integral part of a beneficial relationship. I will also discuss the woodpeckers on the property.

Introduction
In east Texas a small colony of woodpeckers has developed the habit of completely stripping
the bark from living oak trees. The trees involved occur in a bottomland and in the immediate periphery to those bottoms. In spite of the trunk stripping, the oaks survive, grow new
bark and seem to be healthy for at least another decade. From tree ring work on several species of oak trees within the area, the author has found oaks of this size and type are usually
in the 80 to 150 year age bracket, with a few being older. Regardless of the age of the tree,
or the bark thickness, varying from 5 millimeters to over 30 millimeters, nearly all the scaled
trees seem to have survived and regrown new bark. The new bark is thinner than the tree
size would suggest, giving the affected trees a very unusual appearance. Bark chips from
the scaling have abundant evidence of grubs between the bark and the remaining portion of
the tree, yet the healed trees look very healthy, after going through the bark and grub removal. Fred Collins and I have spent some time investigating the new and old scalings. An
explanation of what I think is happening is worth reporting to woodpecker and oak tree researchers, as well as outdoor enthusiasts.
Discussion
I have found that woodpecker bark removal proceeds differently in different species of trees,
even though the woodpecker species may be the same. Thin-barked trees usually are greatly
harmed by bark removal done by woodpeckers as the removal normally gouges into the
wood deeply enough to tear up, if not remove the live wood-growing cambium layer. Many
individuals have photographed these deep gouges in trees such as Sugarberry or hackberry
and also some smaller Sweet Gums. Willow Oak is one of the thin-barked exceptions. In
east Texas it seems to peel exterior to the live tree layers. The varying response to scaling
by different tree species has been studied before. Vermeulen published an article on this.
(Vermeulen and Geldenhuys 2004)
In east Texas thick-barked trees more commonly peel exterior to the live cambium layer, allowing the tree a chance to replace bark and continue supplying water and food to the entire
tree. In east Texas this would be the Overcup Oak, Quercus lyrata, of the bottoms, a few of
the oldest Water Oaks, Quercus nigra, and the Post Oak, Quercus stellata, of the periphery.

Dr. Gilman and Ed Jones , http://hort.ufl.edu/woody/powerpoints/treebiology.ppt, have provided an excellent diagram on the internet of what the outer portion of a deciduous tree structure would look like greatly magnified to see it clearly. Their web site also describes the
functions of the different cells in proximity to the bark. Hiler does a good job describing the
functions of cells near the bark in Texas trees.(Hiler 1983)
To understand the healing ability of these east Texas oaks, it is first necessary to compare the
woodpecker chips to Gilmore and Jones’ diagram. It is best to do this using an intermediate
view of unscaled Willow Oak crossections. The unscaled real crossections can then be readily compared to both Gilmore and Jones’ diagram, and to the woodpecker chips.
As part of a separate study I had previously cored many trees in this local area, including six
Willow Oaks. Views of the crossections of five of these are shown in figures 1 through 8.
The position of the live cambium layer is marked on some of these. All microscope crossection views are oriented with the bark up, to agree with the orientation of Gilmore and Jones’
diagram.
The internal changes in the wood structure of Willow Oak are seen to be abrupt at the narrow
live cambium layer. Induced fractures exterior to the live cambium, caused by the tree coring
process, are common.

It is helpful now to compare figures 2 through 8 to the woodpecker-scaled bark chips from a
Willow Oak undergoing early-stage scaling. Figures 9 through 13 will show how bark
knocked off a live Willow Oak by a woodpecker fits with that diagram.
Figure 9 and 10 are the exterior and interior surface of woodpecker-removed bark from the
upper portion of the tree. Note all the bore passages that had occurred on the inside of the
chip indicating the abundance of bores between the bark and the tree at the time of scaling.

Figures 11 and 12 are woodpecker-scaled trunk bark from the same live Willow Oak. Although not highly visible in the photos, figure 13 and 14 show the woodpecker’s bill scar
on the lower bark wood chip.

Although not highly visible in the photo, figures 13 and 14 show the woodpecker’s bill scar
on the wood chip. These bill marks are pretty large. Holzman has measured groove diameters of woodpecker-worked wood.(Holzman and Sykes 2006) His work implies that
grooves of this size fit more appropriately in the Ivory-billed size range. .

Figures 15, and 16 are rough crossection views of lower and upper bark scales prior to
smoothing for internal structure. Figures 17 and 18 are the corresponding smoothed bark
chip crossections showing the internal structure. Figures 19 and 20 are closeups of where
the cambium layer should be if present on the bark chips.

Using Dr. Gilman and Ed Jones’ wood crossection, and my Willow Oak cores of figures 118, and especially figures 19 and 20 as a reference, it is clear the cambium layer, not eaten
by the grubs was left on this tree, both at the trunk scaling and at the upper limb scaling,
even though the grubs were exposed by the woodpecker scaling action. (As seen on the underside of the bark chips). Although the grubs were eating the cambium layers, the scaling
occurred on the outside of the cambium, still exposing them. An examination of scaling
done on Post Oak in the area shows the same process and outcome, even though the bark
layer removed is much thicker.
Massive woodpecker bark removal in this area is almost totally restricted to live trees and to
only the bark exterior to the cambium layer. Normally this type of bark removal, if done on
dead trees would be more consistent with Ivory-billed Woodpeckers.(Hill 2006) than
Pileated Woodpeckers.(Stokes and Stokes 2007)
Bark removal in this region appears to be done incrementally, from a few percent of the
trunk and main limb bark to a third of the trunk and main limb bark per day, until almost all
the trunk and main limb bark has been removed.. Examples of stages of bark removal are
shown in the following photos. Figure 21 through 23 show early stage bark removal on Willow Oak which usually starts on upper parts of the tree.

Figures 24 and 25 show early stages of bark removal on Post Oak.

Middle stage bark removal from live trees was too numerous to thoroughly document in a
few areas. Figures 26 and 27 illustrate middle stage remove from live Willow Oak and Post
Oak respectively. Figure 28 is the bark pile below the tree in figure 27.

Late stage removal was seen on several trees but unfortunately not photographed at the time.
However healed trees which had undergone nearly complete bark removal were very abundant
and too numerous to fully map and photograph each instance. A healed Willow Oak is shown
in Figure 29 while healed Post Oak is shown in figures 30 and 31.

A few other species of trees are sometimes scaled in the area. When the Green Ash is scaled, it
dies. The squirrels are attracted to the exposed inner bark of Green Ash and eat the cambium,
so the tree dies. As oaks are the focus of this article, the other tree genera will not be illustrated
in this article. Apparently the squirrels in this area do not like to gnaw on exposed oak inner
bark, as we did not find any gnawed exposed inner bark on recently scaled oak trees.
Healing of the oak trees proceeds as the cambium layer grows new bark from the inside out.
As the healing progresses the new bark becomes thicker and must crack as the tree continues to
grow in circumference. This soon establishes the characteristic mostly vertical grain to the
new bark.(Hiler 1983) At the end of the scaling, usually nearly all the trunk bark is taken off
and so the healed tree commonly has an unusual whitish sapling bark covering the trunk of the
century-old tree.
A close look at the healed trees usually reveals a few patches of old bark left, especially at the
base. There is a sudden change in bark texture and thickness at the juncture of the old and new
bark. Figures 32 and 33 illustrate the old and new bark boundaries of the tree in figure 31.
Usually the woodpecker does not take the bark off the lowest meter of trunk so there is usually
a pronounced bark change there.

Below are a few additional views of healed oaks. Figure 34 shows a trunk in the early stages of
healing, prior to enough new inner bark growth to provide the cracking and vertical pattern.
Figures 35 and 36 show a scaled and healed oak just after adequate new bark growth to exhibit
the beginning of the vertical bark pattern.

Although all scaled trees seem to have healed and recovered, there is stress involved from the
scaling. Figure 37 shows “stress shoots” on this long ago healed oak. Figure 38 and the earlier
figure 25 show the olive-green fungus attacking the live exposed bark.

Figure 38 illustrates another common phenomenon, repeated scalings. There is some original bark on the left side of the trunk, especially in the lower left. Most of the right side of
the trunk looks to have been scaled about a decade ago. The bark almost removed in the
center looks to have been scaled about five years ago. The new scaling, with the olive green
gungus, represents at least the second time the tree has been scaled, probably the third time.

Healing of bark stripped trees is very common in the oak genera although not reported often in
Texas. Hiler describes the process of stripping Cork Oak as usually starting when the tree is 25
years old and being repeated every decade throughout the tree’s 200 year life.(Hiler 1983)
Wikepedia has a similar description of the bark stripping in Europe and adds the stripping of the
Chinese cork species.(Wikipedia 2007)
In 1992 a Live Oak growing in Encino California was weakened by bores. A tree doctor recommended removal of 10 square feet of bark to treat the bores. This was done and the tree recovered.(Campbell 1992) Survival by mature oaks to scaling seems to be the expected outcome.
I have mapped and photographed the active scaling in detail for this site. Using those maps and
photos, it is possible to calculate the surface area of fresh scaling and the acres in which it occurred. The current scaling rate is about 20 square meters of trunk wood per section of land per
year. This probably represents only a very small number of woodpeckers. However the large
number of healed trees in the vicinity and in a three-mile radius halo around the active scaling
suggests that the scaling rate, and hence number of scaling woodpeckers was much greater a
few decades ago.
We are not sure what woodpecker species is doing the massive scaling and benefiting the oak
trees by removing the grubs and allowing a healthy recovery. All the east Texas woodpecker
species have been seen or heard on the property, but none has been observed to date doing the
actual scaling of live trees.
The obvious candidate, were it not for its rarity, would be the Ivory-billed due to the usual massive nature of the scaling and the lack of penetration by the woodpecker below the bark layer.
A good candidate would be the Pileated since they have been observed by others to do local
bark scaling. A suggestion from a member of an online forum was the Hairy Woodpecker.
Some factors that would favor the woodpecker being an Ivory-billed could be listed. They were
seen several times on this exact property decades ago. One was seen 18 months ago about a
half-hour’s woodpecker flight away. Ivory-bill-like double knocks are easy to record at the site

and have been heard by a number of people visiting the site during 2005 and 2006. See http://
www.bills-earth.com/knocks/knocks.html for recordings from this site.
Some factors weighing against Ivory-billed as being the scaler are listed here also. We have
spent probably 20 cumulative hours at the site, some very quietly with camouflage and not seen
any of those birds come to feed. No one, to my knowledge has seen any Ivory-billed woodpecker within 15 miles of this active scaling site anytime in recent history. We also have not
heard a single kent-type call.
Some factors in favor of Pileated Woodpeckers doing the scaling can be mentioned. When sitting quietly around the scaling, Pileated Woodpeckers are commonly seen and their pounding
on wood sounds remarkably powerful, at least enough to knock bark off a lot of tree if they had
the inclination to do so. Pileated Woodpecker roost holes are quite common at the site.
Some factors weighing against Pileated woodpeckers doing the massive scaling can be listed.
Although some typical Pileated-type foraging is present in the area, none of the massive scalings have the deep cratering more characteristic of this woodpecker’s style of foraging. The
thoroughness of the scalings alone would be very atypical of this species of woodpecker. Scaling is commonly 70 to 95 percent of the live trunk when the live tree is abandoned. Pileated
Woodpeckers should be more prone to forage on long-dead trees as opposed to live trees.
Those we have watched were foraging on dead wood.
Hairy Woodpeckers would not seem likely. They are rather small to be taking an entire trunk
off a living Post Oak with bark over an inch thick but perhaps that is possible.
One of the intriguing facts of this scaling is that it is done on living trees. What comes to mind
at this point is that there are a lot of Yellow-bellied Sapsuckers in the area. However, it is very
rare to see any sap at all associated with oak scalings here. I personally have looked at about
thirty fresh scalings on oak and not seen any sap or staining indicating there was sap oozing
previously. Fred Collins thought he saw sap on one scaling. The lack of sap coming from the
scalings probably goes back to the live cambium layer remaining intact during the scaling.

There are also very few sapsucker-like parallel holes on the recently massive-scaled trees.
I do not have a strong opinion on the species of bird involved. Only that a beneficial relationship seems to have developed. I would like for others to be aware of this unusual situation and
be on the lookout for similar situations throughout the east Texas bottomlands and their immediately adjacent upland woods. As bird population dynamics and habits, as well as bottomland
forests age and tree compositions continue to change through time, I expect that this beneficial
relationship will eventually be noticed in other areas of east Texas.
Conclusions
A small colony of woodpeckers in east Texas has developed the non-typical behavior of scaling
living oaks until almost no bark remains. Observations of the trees and the wood chips below
indicate heavy infestations of grubs between the bark and the remaining portion of the live tree
at the time of scaling. Nearly all these extensively scaled trees seem to survive and look
healthy today. The woodpeckers have established a mildly beneficial relationship between
themselves and grub infested Post Oak, Quercus stellata, on the periphery of the bottomland
woods and Willow Oak, Quercus phellos, within the bottomlands. The relationship lengthens
the lifespan of the average Willow Oak and Post Oak, improving its health, and provides a continual supply of grubs for the woodpeckers throughout the 20 square mile area the in which the
activity is occurring.
Possible Further Work
In the future I would like to core some trees to contrast the growth rate of scaled and unscaled
oaks. This should reveal just how long the healed trees are able to live after scaling, and
whether their health as exhibited by the annual growth rates, in scaled and unscaled trees, is at
least as good after scaling as just before scaling. This should substantiate that the birds are
helping the trees to live longer. It should also provide some definite dates for past scaling activity. I expect to see that the scaling was going on continually throughout the past but I may find
it to be more episodic.
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